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International Alert Guiding Principles 
We work at national, regional and global levels in order to enhance the capacity of individuals, peace
networks, constituencies and organisations to build sustainable peace. Using experience and knowledge
gained from working in areas of violent conflict, we advocate policy changes that address, and contribute to
the eradication of, the root causes and symptoms of violence.

We believe that it is the parties to violent conflicts who are central to their solution. Our role, therefore, is to
assist them to be effective problem solvers, conflict resolvers and peacebuilders.

We believe that processes of affirmation, trust, confidence building, dialogue and listening are prerequisites
for moving people from violent to non-violent solutions to problems. 

We believe that processes of exclusion, marginalisation and humiliation, coupled with failed and failing
economic and political systems generate violence. As well as responding to direct violence, therefore, we work
for structural change at national, regional and global levels in order to remove its root causes.

We believe that effective peacebuilding strategies require:

• A commitment to human security.
• Shared and diverse analyses of violent conflict.
• Detailed attention to short and long-term conflict dynamics and a capacity for flexible response. 
• Analysis of and responses to structural violence at local, national, regional and global levels. 
• Respect for the rule of law, effective police processes and an independent judiciary.
• Democratic governance and a vibrant civil society.
• Safe spaces for peaceful dialogue.
• Humility and a willingness to learn from experience.

We believe that all efforts to resolve violent conflict require: inclusiveness (especially in relation to gender),
principled impartiality, adherence to ethical codes of conduct, high levels of accountability to partners, donors
and parties to conflict, and respect for international humanitarian law and human rights traditions.

Our Code of Conduct contains principles that guide us in our work and is available on our website:
www.international-alert.org/about_us/conduct
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Introduction from the Secretary General
International Alert works for peace in war-torn and war-threatened countries in Africa, Asia and Eurasia. In
2003 we continued to work on more than forty projects - both with our partners in regions affected by
conflict and at the advocacy and policy level.

We use a combination of approaches to peacebuilding. When working in conflict regions, we act in close
cooperation with local groups. Our starting point is to analyse the causes and dynamics of the conflict. We
want to know its sources, and how it has unfolded, the key actors and their interests. We want to know who
is an ally for a peace process and who is a potential spoiler. 

One of our key functions is to enable dialogue between conflicting parties, creating safe spaces for mediation
and facilitation. Through this and providing other forms of support such as training in analysis and
negotiation we help our local partners develop the skills to resolve disputes peacefully. 

Peaceful conflict resolution has the best prospect of success if it is possible simultaneously to encourage
greater democracy. We both work directly with parliamentarians and, where it is possible and useful, forge
links between civil society organisations and government.  Many of today’s conflict-prone countries are in
regions where peace in one country can be undermined by increased violence next door. In these cases, much
of our work has a regional focus, attempting to develop joint solutions to shared problems.

Our policy and advocacy work takes place at the intergovernmental level, especially in the European Union
and the United Nations as well as at national and regional levels with governments who support
peacebuilding and conflict-sensitive approaches to development. Again, research and analysis are the basis of
what we do. We analyse themes of global relevance – such as the control of small arms, the relationship
between conflict and development, gender issues, the role of the private sector, the effect of the natural
resource exploitation on the potential for conflict and the impact of organised religion.

Some of this research is carried out with partners in conflict regions. We help them bring their voices and
perspectives to the attention of international decision makers. Working with them, we produce specific policy
proposals and recommendations, attend key policy discussions, provide our expertise and share the results of
our studies. Time that we invest in developing resource packs and training manuals is part of an overall effort
to ensure that not only do governments and inter-governmental organisations produce improved policies, but
that they also implement them.

For International Alert 2003/4 has been a period of major change. Kevin Clements stepped down as Secretary
General in September 2003, shortly preceded by Martin Honeywell stepping down as Deputy Secretary General.
Upon taking over as Secretary General, I initiated a strategic review that is exploring all aspects of what we do,
where we focus and how we work. At the time of writing, the review’s results are not yet in, but it is clear that
we will take on some new challenges in the years ahead as well as working in the regions and on the themes in
which we are now engaged. The opportunity that the review provides to reflect on our approach to both new
and continuing tasks will strengthen our work and improve our effectiveness even further.

Dan Smith
Secretary General, International Alert

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: MEMBERS OF THE BUSINESS FOR PEACE ALLIANCE VISITING
A LOCAL BUSINESS IN JAFFNA. BOY AT A PEACE RALLY IN KATHMANDU. 

WOMAN AT A MEETING ON THE GACACA JURISDICTIONS, KIGALI. 
PHOTOS: JENNY MATTHEWS/IA 
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The Great Lakes Region of Africa

We have been working with local partners in the Great Lakes region since
1995. The scale and complexity of the conflicts in the region is immense and
their effects have been profoundly destructive. 800,000 people were killed in
the 1994 genocide in Rwanda and an estimated 3.5 million have died in
DRC since 1998. Peace processes in the region are at a critical stage. The
governments of Burundi and the DRC are currently in transition, while
Rwanda is embarking on a new political era following a nine-year
transition period. 

We are now facing the challenge of how to support the progress of these
countries towards peace and stability through greater degrees of
legitimacy and popular participation. In addition to long-standing
programmes in Burundi and Congo, in 2003 we began to
implement a regional strategy, working with parliamentarians,
religious leaders, researchers and analysts. Recognising that
women’s particular experiences of war and violence in the
region require a response specifically tailored to their needs,
we also worked directly with them in Rwanda, Burundi
and DRC to develop their confidence and capacity to
engage in peacebuilding work. 

Peacebuilding in conflict regions
In 2003 we continued to work in countries directly affected by violent conflict, working with local
partners to analyse the complex causes and dynamics of these conflicts, enable mediation and
dialogue between conflicting groups, develop local skills to resolve disputes peacefully and
encourage more democratic political structures and processes. It was a year in which many of our
sustained efforts to strengthen institutions working for peace came to fruition, with a number of
our long-term partners moving significantly towards independence. 

LUCIE NABINTU, FROM IA
PARTNER ORGANISATION

ACTION DES FEMMES POUR
LES INITIATIVES DE PAIX,

LEADING AN INTER-
COMMUNITY DIALOGUE

MEETING IN SOUTH KIVU,
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

OF CONGO
PHOTO: JENNY
MATTHEWS/IA
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Supporting cross-political dialogue in Burundi 

We have been working with the Compagnie des Apôtres de la Paix, an association of influential Burundian
Hutu and Tutsi political figures to promote dialogue and debate across ethnic and political divides for almost
a decade. As well as holding regular high-level meetings in the capital on topics such as electoral codes and
systems, in 2003 it began to expand its activities into the rural areas, organising a series of one-day seminars
designed to inform the wider population and stimulate debate over issues such as the cease-fire negotiations,
demobilisation, forgiveness and reconciliation. It also facilitated a series of rapprochement meetings between
local communities, internally displaced persons and returning refugees around land ownership. 

dialogue and mediation
Working with church leaders and peace and development groups

The Eben Ezer Ministry is a church-related peace organisation that is uniquely placed to work with the
Protestant church and in 2003 it organised two peace missions to Ituri by church leaders. During the first
four-day mission to Bunia, meetings were held with church leaders, congregations and the authorities in an
area in which massacres and fighting had very recently taken place. A joint Peace Declaration was published
and publicised on local radio stations. The second delegation of twenty leaders, which included
representatives from Uganda and Rwanda, ran a two-day seminar for a hundred local participants drawn
mainly from churches and civil society. Local church leaders committed themselves to holding similar events
in the interior of the province and on the Sunday the delegates all preached on the same theme in churches of
various denominations. 

Our Women’s Peace Programme has provided intensive training on gender and conflict transformation
techniques to its two main partners in South Kivu, DRC - the Réseau des Femmes pour un Développement
Associatif (a collective of 44 women’s organisations) and the Réseau des Femmes pour la Défense des Droits
et la Paix (a local women’s network). The partners are increasingly called upon to help mediate in local
conflicts, working with communities divided over the demobilisation and reintegration into society of child
soldiers from opposing sides, mediating between antagonistic chiefs and bringing together the civilian
population with political and military authorities to discuss ways of addressing the heightened levels of
violence against women.  For example, in Kamanyola, one of the members of Réseau des Femmes pour la
Défense des Droits et la Paix has now formed a peace committee that will alert the authorities to attacks and
the military authorities have agreed that this group will be able to participate in security meetings.

developing skills
Building women’s capacities to resolve disputes peacefully 

The Dushirehamwe network of women peace activists, which began in 1996 as an IA training project, this
year completed its transition into an independent local association. Our Women’s Peace Programme has
worked closely with the network to ensure that appropriate organisational structures are in place, from the
election of a Board with members from different ethnic groups and geographical regions to the recruitment
of staff. We also funded follow-up training for women activists on approaches to participatory problem
solving within communities, listening skills and strategies for addressing conflicts. They have now provided
training in turn to women from the 135 ethnically mixed women’s groups that have formed in response to
Dushirehamwe’s work over the last 7 years and who are engaged in a range of activities (income generation,
lobbying and advocacy, mediation) at community level. It is estimated that Dushirehamwe has over 7,200
women actively engaged in its peace programme.

At the beginning of 2003 over 800,000 Burundian refugees were living in Tanzania and almost 300,000
civilians were still displaced within Burundi. Their return frequently causes tension. As Dushirehamwe
groups are based all over Burundi (and many of its members have been displaced themselves) they work
closely with communities to ensure that returnees are not rejected and that they re-adapt as well as
possible. At meetings with returnees in transit camps they provided information on the security situation
in the provinces – vital as many refugees are disconnected from realities within the country and often
apprehensive about returning.



supporting networks for peace
The Amani parliamentary forum 

In 2003 the Amani forum for peace, hitherto funded through International Alert, moved towards establishing
direct support from European government donors. Our support to the Nairobi based Amani Secretariat
included help with renting and equipping office space, staff recruitment, establishing procedures and, vitally,
developing a 3-year programme and fundraising strategy. IA brought together the Amani Secretariat, Amani
member MPs and potential funders at a meeting which culminated in successful funding relationships between
Amani and the UK and Swedish International Development Agencies. Amani has also cultivated important
strategic alliances with the UN Special Representative for the Great Lakes, the African Union, NEPAD and
the Canadian sponsored African Parliamentary Strengthening Programme.

The forum undertook a wide range of peace activities in 2003, including a Rwanda-Uganda inter-
parliamentary dialogue meeting which built on a first such meeting held in Rwanda the previous year. It also
carried out election observation missions to Rwanda. In order to strengthen the capacity of MPs to undertake
peacebuilding activities, the Amani Secretariat organised a number of training workshops in conflict
resolution skills for its Ugandan and Zambian members and began planning how to associate the transitional
parliament in DRC with its events and activities.

encouraging democratic process
The Rwandan Gacaca jurisdictions 

It has been estimated that it would take over 350 years to judge the 120,000 people accused of war crimes in
Rwanda through the regular courts. The Gacaca jurisdictions are based on a traditional system whereby the
local population acts as witness, judge and party to the trials. Women were the main witnesses to and
survivors of the genocide. If the system is to work, they need to develop the confidence and skills required to
take part, both to give evidence and to sit as judges. 

There is widespread rumour and suspicion about the process. In 2003, our partner ProFemmes Twesehamwe (a
collective of 41 women’s associations) began a massive awareness-raising campaign around the jurisdictions. Six
radio debates were broadcast on the role of women in the Gacaca process on Rwandan National Radio. At the same
time, twenty-five women from Profemmes took part in a 10-day training of trainers workshop on the role of women
in conflict transformation through Gacaca. The trainers then trained 209 community leaders based throughout the
country to carry out awareness-raising on the process in their communities. These leaders are an ethnically mixed
group, some of whom have family in prison accused of crimes and others who lost family in the genocide. 

The community leaders have been well received by the population and have been asked to return to continue
the discussions. During the first year of work the community leaders documented that 19,396 people attended
their meetings. For many Rwandese, the awareness raising meetings have been a first opportunity to discuss
the issue of justice and impunity in post-genocide Rwanda. 
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CLOTILDE UMUBYEYI, FROM IA PARTNER ORGANISATION PROFEMMES TWESEHAMWE FACILITATING AN AWARENESS-RAISING SESSION IN KIGALI 
ON THE RWANDAN GACACA TRIBUNALS. PHOTO: JENNY MATTHEWS/IA
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West Africa
While most West African conflicts originate in one country, they involve cross-border activities that engulf
other communities and states. Kinship, linguistic and religious networks all have a part to play in this. Our
work in West Africa is therefore aimed at strengthening both national and regional capacities to manage
conflict through providing support to civil society networks and encouraging relationships between them and
government bodies.

West African Civil Society Forum 

In May 2003 a two day consultation on human security issues in the region was
organised in Abuja, Nigeria by International Alert, the Centre for Democracy and
Development and the Executive Secretariat of ECOWAS (the Economic
Community of West African States). Two subsequent meetings led to the formal
launch of the West African Civil Society Forum (WACSOF) in Accra in December,
attended by over 100 civil society organisations from 13 countries. The Forum is
a platform for members of civil society to address human security issues with one
voice and has allowed the relationship between ECOWAS and these groups to be
formalised. ECOWAS has officially recognised the WACSOF Forum as a
representative voice of civil society and is committed to cooperating with the
project. This is a significant development and an extremely useful basis for
engagement in 2004 and beyond.

linking civil society and government
Mano River Union Peace Forum 

The sub-regional conflict in the Mano River Union countries of Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea-Conakry
has created one of the worst humanitarian crises in Africa’s history with over one million people killed,
another 3 million displaced and over 20,000 child soldiers. The mutual distrust between the three nations
is only just beginning to show signs of abating in the aftermath of Charles Taylor’s exodus from Liberia in
August 2003. Peace in the region remains extremely fragile. The Mano River Union Peace Forum is a forum
of 24 civil society representatives from the three countries in the region, International Alert and
Conciliation Resources that works to advocate for peace, monitor events in the region and make formal
representations to governments and inter-governmental bodies. After an 18 month period of consultation,
2003 was a year of building the Forum institutionally, forming a strong Management Committee and
establishing a permanent Secretariat in Freetown to act as a base and provide support and early warning
as well as training on conflict analysis and resolution to civil society organisations from the region. A
system of regular meetings within each country was established in which members identify issues for
advocacy and closely monitor the security situation. They then feed this back to the Secretariat in order to
ensure that it has access to the most up-to-date information and analysis and can act as an early warning
mechanism for the region.

In July 2003 the Forum convened a five day emergency meeting to discuss the draft Liberian Peace Agreement.
The resulting memorandum was distributed to heads of states and other representatives at the formal
negotiating table – an unprecedented opportunity for civil society groups in the region to have input into the
final peace agreement.

Niger Delta women, oil companies and the Nigerian government

The ongoing conflict in the Niger Delta is centered around oil extraction and the uneven distribution of revenues.
Minority groups feel that they have seen limited benefits from the oil-based wealth that is accruing to the central
government and foreign oil companies. For the past two years we have worked to build trust amongst women
from different ethnic and social groups and increase their skills and confidence in order to allow them to engage
with the Nigerian government and the oil companies. The women have been trained in conflict analysis and
negotiation skills and this year 22 representatives of women’s organisations, government policy makers and the
media came together in a meeting facilitated by IA to discuss the causes and challenges surrounding the conflict
between local communities, oil companies and the Nigerian government. The women have pledged to continue
to work together, calling themselves the Niger Delta Women’s Forum for Peace and Development and are a truly
cross cutting group - ethnically, economically and socially. 

PARTICIPANTS AT AN MANO RIVER UNION PEACE FORUM
MEETING. PHOTO: IA



The Caucasus

A number of important political developments took place in the Caucasus during 2003. Public protests following
the autumn presidential elections in Azerbaijan and the subsequent reaction of the authorities resulted in increased
tension, both between opposition and government and between the government and civil society groups, creating
a difficult environment in which to work towards peace. After the Presidential and Parliamentary elections in
Armenia the opposition started to question the legitimacy of the new government, which led to a deterioration of
the domestic political climate. The peace process was stalled throughout the year. The ‘Rose Revolution’ in Georgia
resulted in the ousting of Eduard Shevardnadze’s regime and the coming to power of the new President Saakashvili,
who declared the restoration of the territorial integrity of Georgia one of the main aims of his presidency.

dialogue and confidence building
Building trust between Georgian and Abkhaz civil society and professional groups 

We have now been working with our partners from Georgian and Abkhaz civil society groups for twelve years.
2003 saw the end of a three-year project aiming to build trust and confidence between specific civil and
professional groups from the two sides. A strategic review and planning meeting with our partners was held in
Moscow towards the end of the year and we are now in the process of planning our future engagement with them.

With the help of our Abkhaz partners and the UN, in February we held a workshop for community and civil
society leaders from the regions of Eastern Abkhazia within the cease-fire line area. For the first time since
1998, Georgian inhabitants of the Gal/i region visited Pitsunda in the Northern part of Abkhazia and met
with the Abkhaz. This workshop laid the foundations for IA work in the cease-fire line regions of the
Georgian/Abkhaz conflict.

Seven civil society leaders, representing the Caucasus Women’s League and official representatives from both
sides of the Georgian/Abkhaz conflict (including the heads of the delegations to the peace negotiations)
attended a meeting in the UK in July to discuss civil society and the authorities’ cooperation in the peace
process. This resulted in the important decision to continue to work in the cease-fire line regions, trying to
address the issues of grassroots security. However, as no issue seems to have the potential for political solution
in the near future, it was agreed that all engagement should be kept on humanitarian grounds.

In a continuation of our work with Abkhaz and Georgian writers, our partners published a book (in Russian)
of collected fiction entitled South Caucasus writers about the war; the first post-war Caucasian publication
of its kind. A meeting of writers from the South Caucasus was held in Tbilisi in May, which concluded in the
decision to establish a South Caucasus writers’ association.

supporting regional networks
The Caucasus Forum of NGOs

The Caucasus Forum of NGOs is one of the few networks in which civil society leaders from the whole of the
Caucasus participate. Formed in 1998 as part of IA’s Georgian-Abkhaz confidence building project, in 2003 it
succeeded in registering as an independent organisation. To celebrate its fifth anniversary the Forum published
a book entitled Traditions of conflict transformation in the Caucasus and the methods used by civil society.

ABOVE: PARTICIPANTS DISCUSS THEIR IDEAS DURING A
WORKSHOP ON CIVIL SOCIETY’S ROLE IN CONFLICT
TRANSFORMATION. 
LEFT: INTERNATIONAL ALERT AND UNOMIG AT AN
ASSESSMENT TRIP IN THE GALI REGION OF THE CEASE-
FIRE LINE OF THE GEORGIAN/ABKHAZ CONFLICT.
PHOTOS: IA
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In February, the Caucasus Forum organised a mission to Karachay-Cherkessia to explore the state of civil
society, the ethnopolitical situation and the level of conflict tensions in the region as well as to make contact
with representatives from local organisations who might wish to work with the Forum on peacebuilding
initiatives.  A series of meetings was held with 10 civil society organisations, contacts were established in the
region and a coordinator from Karachay-Cherkessia was nominated to attend the next Coordinators Council
meeting of the Forum, at which 17 representatives from throughout the Caucasus will discuss their future
strategy for working together.

Building on a previous workshop held in 2002, a capacity building workshop for representatives of the
‘forgotten regions’ took place in Stepanakert/Khankendi, Nagorny Karabakh. 35 participants from a number
of regions in the Caucasus participated in this four-day workshop aimed at developing strategic and
organisational planning capacities, organisational management and IT skills, enhancing the ability of
participants to deal with conflict and building confidence. The workshop was facilitated by a team of resource
people from Baku, Yerevan, Moscow, Tbilisi, Sukhum/i and London. 

A workshop held in August near Lake Sevan, Armenia was the first attempt to introduce the creative game
methodology to 14 Caucasus civil society leaders. ‘Game technicians’ led an intensive series of sessions over
the course of a week, training participants in this unique methodology, whereby participants immerse
themselves in a common task of drawing together abstract ideas and then gradually move closer to real
situations and problems, resulting in shared and concrete peace initiatives.

Eight ex-combatants from the South Caucasus who are leaders in their communities took part in a meeting
facilitated by the Caucasus Forum in Moscow in December to discuss possibilities for joint work. Participants
confirmed their readiness to engage in the peaceful resolution of the conflicts in the Caucasus and explored
opportunities for developing plans to address peace issues and the needs of ex-combatants Caucasus-wide.

New work with Armenians and Azerbaijanis to address the conflict of Nagorny
Karabakh: The Consortium Initiative

In mid-2003 we joined a coalition of international NGOs that will work on a three-year project to address the
conflict between Armenians and Azerbaijanis over Nagorny Karabakh. The partners, Catholic Relief Services,
Conciliation Resources, International Alert and LINKS bring their expertise in specific areas to work on
conflict-sensitive development, media and public awareness, civil society and political dialogue. IA is the lead
agency for the project and our focus is on generating trust between significant civil society leaders.

Nepal
The situation in Nepal presents significant opportunities to establish and build on various peacebuilding
initiatives that will serve to strengthen the foundations for an inclusive peace process, and ultimately a
political solution based on justice and democratic values. While the resumption of fighting presents real
dangers of protracted conflict, parties to the conflict and external actors also realise that there is no military
solution. If negotiations are inevitable, preparation for negotiations is crucial. While several factors could
derail talks and others could influence dynamics more positively, the critical and contentious issues that have
led to the failure of implementing broader reforms must be central to the negotiations. For the wider peace
process to be sustainable, support to negotiations and genuine participation of people are essential.

developing peacebuilding skills
Friends for Peace

In consultation with a range of individuals and
organisations, International Alert proposed the
establishment of a resource centre providing
technical expertise to the peace process in Nepal.
Friends for Peace became fully operational by early
2004, working with local and international
specialists to generate informed debate on specific
issues of concern and contention in Nepal and
convene workshops facilitating the communication

ABOVE LEFT: BOY AT A PEACE RALLY ORGANISED BY CIVIL SOCIETY
ORGANISATIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE DAY, KATHMANDU. PHOTO:
IA. ABOVE RIGHT: DESTRUCTION IN THE STREETS OF KATHMANDU AFTER
THE KILLING OF 12 NEPALI HOSTAGES IN IRAQ. PHOTO: MALIKA BROWNE.
BACKGROUND: NATION-WIDE DEMONSTRATIONS FOR DEMOCRACY IN
NEPAL, ORGANISED BY AN ALLIANCE OF POLITICAL PARTIES. PHOTO: IA
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of experiences sourced from other peace processes around the world. Staffed with researchers on conflict
transformation and supported by international specialists where necessary, the centre is equipped with a
library of domestic and international materials on conflict and peacebuilding, computers, and a central
meeting space. In facilitating informed contributions to the negotiations, not only from outside Nepal 
but also from outside Kathmandu, the resource centre also contributes to a more inclusive, transparent
peace process.

Sri Lanka 

July-December 2003 saw a deterioration of the Sri Lankan peace process but a continuation of the cease-fire.
Demands from the LTTE for an interim administration that would allow them more control over economic,
political and social development in the North and East were accepted in principle by the United National Party
government but drafts from both the LTTE and the UNP outlining how such an administration might work were
condemned by the President, Chandrika Kumaratunga who, in February 2004 prorogued parliament and called for
general elections. This ushered in a new government, headed by the President’s  PA party in an alliance with the
Marxist JVP party. A lasting settlement is hard to imagine without a more inclusive peace process that can address
the needs of all parties to the conflict.

Our work in Sri Lanka is focused on local business leaders and is aimed at developing the potentially positive
contribution that the private sector can make towards economic, social and political stability.

The Business for Peace Alliance

The Business for Peace Alliance (BPA) is a working group of business leaders representing eleven regional
chambers of commerce from across the island that seeks to identify ‘what business can do for peace and what
peace can do for business.’ In 2003 it organised a number of exchange visits intended to create cross-regional
economic activity as well as encourage community and interpersonal understanding. A visit by representatives
from the Canadian Tamil Chamber of Commerce to Jaffna has created linkages with the Jaffna chambers to
develop business-to-business collaborations, short-term consultancies by visiting diaspora experts and an
Economic Development Fund. 

One of the ways in which the BPA proposes to work is to open a Peace-Hotel in Jaffna. This is intended as both
an income generating activity and as a symbolic gesture to illustrate cooperation between businesspeople
island-wide. The combination of a hotel and business centre in Jaffna - an unprecedented business idea in Sri
Lanka - is proposed as a centre from which business people could explore the business opportunities available
in the Jaffna region. It will serve as an information portal for social, economic and political information about
Jaffna. The BPA is currently seeking premises for the hotel which will be funded by its members.  

research and advocacy
Corporate Social Responsibility

Our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) project aims to provide a conduit for big business to approach
social and community issues. The foundations were laid for this initiative in 2003. A full-time director was
appointed, mapping and analysis of current CSR initiatives in Sri Lanka began, a biography database of
potential advisors/board members was developed, and a contract awarded to produce an island-wide survey of

BPA MEMBERS VISITING A LOCAL BUSINESS MAKING FISHING NETS IN JAFFNA. PHOTO: IA
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the general public and business on their perception of the role of business in society. The project will collaborate
with international NGOs to further develop strategy and curricular for a research-training component. 2004
will witness the publication of a number of surveys and the development of training materials. 

The Philippines 

negotiation and dialogue
Supporting peace advocates

In 2003 IA continued to provide sustained support for peace advocates working on the peace
process in the Philippines.  These efforts contributed to the convening of talks, both informally
and, subsequently, through formal negotiations. These have been ably facilitated by foreign
ministry representatives of the Royal Norwegian Government, who have hosted talks in Oslo
and visited the parties to the conflict both in Utrecht in the Netherlands (where the National
Democratic Front principal negotiators are based) and the Philippines.

Our work in the Philippines began in 1988 - some 16 years ago - when we co-convened the Waging
Peace conference which brought together peace advocates from conflicting sides and was the first
international conference on resolving armed conflicts to be held in the country. Since then we have

continued to work with these local peace advocates on the delicate task of facilitating dialogue and negotiations.
The second Waging Peace conference, held in December 2002, resulted in concrete recommendations on the
resumption of talks, humanitarian ceasefires, protection of human rights and security sector reform. In 2003 we
followed up these recommendations and then acted as facilitator for Waging Peace III in December, attended by
around 60 participants including peace advocates, members of the diplomatic community, government and NGO
representatives and international facilitators working on the conflicts in Sri Lanka, Nepal, Aceh, Mindanao, and
the Philippines. This was a welcome opportunity for the Norwegian government representatives to engage with
prominent peace actors in the country and to hear grass roots perspectives on the conflict as well as inputs from
senior political and military figures.

Colombia

supporting participation in peace processes
Working on peace strategies

Since the collapse of talks with the main guerrilla forces in Colombia
(FARC and ELN) in early 2002 and the increased emphasis placed on
military operations by the new government, with support from the US in
the context of the ‘global war on terror,’ spaces for dialogue and
negotiation have been dramatically reduced.

Given the escalation of violence in rural areas and the displacement of
internal refugees, as well as the continuing deterioration of the socio-
economic situation, IA has continued to support local partners through
mechanisms best suited to our expertise and experience. This has included
support for peace formations through organising and facilitating a visit of
representatives to London to meet with UK and European policy makers. We also responded to requests from
partners for support in their peace advocacy and contributed modest inputs into an ACCORD publication on
Colombia, part of the Conciliation Resources series of reviews of peace initiatives. We shared recommendations on
international policies and strategies at a range of international fora and made presentations at international
discussions on Peace Zones.

IA gave the keynote speech at the 4th plenary assembly of the Asamblea Permanente de la Sociedad Civil por la Paz,
which convened 3,000 people to discuss strategies on how to advance peace in the midst of war and to protect human
rights and humanitarian principles in a time of polarisation and intolerance. The speech drew on principles outlined
in IA’s Code of conduct for conflict work, such as the primacy of local actors, human rights priorities, impartiality
and independence, with particular emphasis on the need always to put people at the heart of peace processes.

COLOMBIAN PEACE ADVOCATES AT A RALLY
TO PROTEST AGAINST THE DEATH OF A
FELLOW PEACE ADVOCATE IN 2002. PHOTO: IA

WAGING PEACE III, DECEMBER 2003. PHOTO: IA
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Analysis of the causes and dynamics of violent conflict is central to our work. This includes a
combination of our own ongoing analysis - essential to inform our engagement in areas of conflict -
and direct support to develop the skills of local analysts so that they can find ways of
understanding and addressing their own conflict situations. We also work with these analysts to
bring their findings and perspectives to the attention of local and international decision makers.

Assessing Burundian government policy and performance  

In 2003, the Observatoire de L’Action Gouvernementale, a Burundian association of NGOs, parliamentarians
and journalists conducted research on refugee repatriation and land claims, the effects of the 10 year civil war
on Burundi’s health system, the implementation of the Arusha Accords and public understanding of them. We
funded its operational costs and provided in-depth critical feedback and advice on its reports.

This research was disseminated in print, but in an effort to reach as many people as possible, the Observatoire
also developed a partnership with a local independent radio station which broadcast a weekly half-hour slot
in Kirundi and French to disseminate information and provoke debate about these issues. 

research, analysis and advocacy
The causes and consequences of sexual violence against women in eastern DRC

Since the beginning of the war in 1998 the World Health
Organisation has reported 25,000 cases of sexual violence in the
South Kivu region. Local human rights organisations report much
higher figures. Towards the end of 2003, we supported our
partners to conduct the first research project by Congolese women
on the issue, holding a series of meetings to establish methodology
and identification of target groups and a week’s training on data
collection techniques. 492 women and young girls between the
ages of 12 and 86 participated voluntarily in the research, as well
as 50 soldiers and two Maï Maï rebels. The first draft of the report
was discussed with civil society organisations working on human
rights issues and two women’s collectives to share preliminary
findings and discuss the report’s recommendations. The final report
will be made available in 2004 and we will accompany our
Congolese partners to the 2004 UN Commission on the Status of
Women to present it.

We have also assisted our partners to raise awareness and lobby at the local level. They have transmitted a series
of radio broadcasts in Kiswahili to inform women of their rights and produce a regular bulletin, La Messagère,
to denounce violence against women and call upon local authorities to put an end to impunity.

Economic empowerment in the Democratic Republic of Congo

In early 2003 we began to work with The Pole Institute, a respected Congolese organisation based in Goma,
on a joint research and advocacy programme. We held two five-day workshops with local peace and
development workers to introduce them to concepts of action research. This process is ongoing and has been
given the name ‘Bustani ya Mabadiliko,’ which is Kiswahili for ‘Garden of Learning.’

Encouraging independent research,
analysis and advocacy in conflict regions

BANNER OUTSIDE THE OFFICE OF OUR PARTNERS, RFDA - PART OF THEIR CAMPAIGN
AGAINST SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN EASTERN DRC. PHOTO: JENNY MATTHEWS/IA
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We are using the experience of both IA and the Pole Institute to help bring the voices and perspectives of
Congolese peace actors to the attention of international decision-makers, focusing on resource exploitation and
legitimacy and governance issues. A high level seminar bringing together international policy-makers and
analysts with Congolese peace actors to debate resource exploitation is planned to take place in Brussels in 2004.

action-research and dialogue
War Economies in the Southern Caucasus

This work is aimed at engaging the private sectors in Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia (including South
Ossetia, Abkhazia and Nagorny Karabakh) in regional economic initiatives that will contribute to conflict
reduction in the Southern Caucasus.

Economy and Conflict Research Group: This action-research project set out to examine the nature of the
economies in the South Caucasus with a view to exploring economy-related peacebuilding opportunities in
the region. Researchers from Tbilisi, Sukhum/i, Tskhinval/i, Yerevan, Stepanakert/Khankendi, Baku and
Istanbul were carefully selected to form a research group which seeks to transcend borders and conflicts,
thereby promoting dialogue across the region. The group has now completed seven research papers in Russian
and English and plans to publish its findings in the form of a book (September 2004). It also plans to hold a
conference to share findings with stakeholders from the region who have the potential to support and
implement some of the practical recommendations made in the book.

Preliminary conflict assessment of oil in the South Caucasus (with a particular focus on the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan
Oil Pipeline): Company investments in conflict affected areas often have unintended negative impacts on
conflicts. This can be because companies do not fully understand either the pre-existing contextual
environment in which they work (whether affected by violent conflict or by tensions and unstable peace) or
the interactions between their projects and the related context. This twelve-month research project aimed to
make a preliminary assessment of the potential conflict impact of the oil pipeline running from the Caspian
Sea port of Baku in Azerbaijan to the Mediterranean port of Ceyhan in Turkey, via Tbilisi. The assessment
focuses particularly on Azerbaijan and situates the pipeline within the broader context of oil development in
the region. Although IA has initiated and led this process, we have worked closely with a range of partners
from across the South Caucasus. The project draws on the wider economy and conflict research process (see
above) and has also informed and been informed by our work on the development of generic conflict-sensitive
tools for transnational corporations (see page 15). Towards the end of 2004, we will be discussing our
findings with BP and others to explore next steps. 

ABANDONED SOVIET-ERA OILFIELDS IN BAKU, AZERBAIJAN.  PHOTO: IA
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Small Arms and Light Weapons

Controlling the production, distribution and use of small arms and light weapons (SALW) can have a
significant impact on everyday security in conflict regions. We have been working on this issue since 1995 and
this year carried out two major research and advocacy projects. 

influencing international policy
The Biting the Bullet (BtB) Project 

The Biting the Bullet Project focuses on monitoring and enhancing the implementation of the 2001 UN Programme
of Action on the Control of Light Weapons and Small Arms in All Its Aspects; the main global agreement on SALW
proliferation.  In 2003 the BtB partners (IA, Saferworld and the University of Bradford) and the International Action
Network on Small Arms (IANSA) undertook an extensive research project, identifying and training researchers
from regional research institutes and collating their findings to produce a major report which, drawing on data from
156 countries, assessed national, regional and international progress towards implementation of the Programme of
Action. The review was launched at the Biennial Meeting of States at the UN in July, for which we also produced
briefings and led seminars on Civilian Possession of Small Arms and Small Arms Embargoes.

One of the project’s most innovative initiatives has been the facilitation and hosting of a Consultative Group
Process aimed at providing a space for dialogue on two controversial issues that were left out of the 2001
Programme of Action; national export controls and transfers to non-state actors. Twenty representatives from
African governments and the UN Security Council as well as selected local and international NGOs met twice;
once in Kenya and once in the Czech Republic to informally explore the issues and discuss the possibility of
a consensus of opinion that could be fed into the renegotiation of the Programme of Action in 2006. 

assessing implementation
Monitoring and Implementation of Small Arms Controls (MISAC) 

Together with our local partners we undertook extensive research on the implementation of small arms
controls, producing three regional mappings (Latin America, Eurasia and West Africa) and  four sub-regional
mappings (Eastern Europe, the Black Sea region, the MERCOSUR countries  and Central America). 

Research and advocacy on conflict issues
As well as encouraging independent research, analysis and advocacy in the conflict regions where
we work, we conduct rigorous research on a number of conflict-related issues including the control
of small arms, the relationship between conflict and development, gender issues, the role of the
private sector in building peace, the conflict-sensitive management of natural resource exploitation
and the impact of organised religion.

Our desk and field-based research is the basis of our policy and advocacy work at local, national,
regional and international levels which aims to:

• Bring the voices and perspectives of those affected by conflict to the attention of decision makers.

• Influence national, regional and international policies that impact on conflict through providing
expertise and advice and producing specific policy proposals and recommendations.

• Develop guidelines and methodologies for better practice.

The BtB/IANSA 2003 report
on the implementation of
the 2001 UN Programme of
Action on Small Arms and
Light Weapons, Biting the
Bullet Project/IANSA, 2003



Small arms control in West Africa - West Africa Series No. 1 
Small arms control in Ghana, Nigeria and Senegal - West Africa Series No. 2
Small arms control in Latin America - Latin America Series No. 1 
Small arms control in Central America - Latin America Series No. 2 
Small arms control in MERCOSUR - Latin America Series No. 3 
Update on recent developments in the MERCOSUR region 
Small arms control in Eastern Europe - Eurasia Series No. 1
Small arms control in The Black Sea Region - Eurasia Series No. 2 
Small arms control in Eurasia - Eurasia Series No. 3
Small arms control in Central Asia - Eurasia Series No. 4
Building a network for small arms control in MERCOSUR: Report of workshop
hosted by the Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences, Buenos Aires, Argentina,
June 19-20, 2003
Report on the binational meeting (11-12 March 2003): “Costa Rica and Panama -
proliferation of arms and the Inter-American integration system’s security
commission”/Panama y Costa Rica: trafico ilicito y control de armas de fuego,
un aporte para la comision de seguridad del SICA
Report on the binational consultation (14-15 October 2003): “A government
and civil society consultation on illicit weapons and their misuse,” Ghana 
and Senegal

These mappings gave a profile of regional and international agreements on arms exports and activities,
identifying relevant actors and their capacity to influence change. The findings were then fed into a series of
consultation meetings, co-hosted with our regional partners, in Panama City, Buenos Aires and Accra. These
consultations brought together a broad spectrum of participants including representatives from governments,
civil society organisations, customs directorates, foreign ministries, arms control entities and the judicial police. 

The consultation in Buenos Aires was the first time that civil society groups, parliamentarians and pro-
disarmament government officials at the MERCOSUR level had been brought together. Subsequent to the
Panamanian consultation the government announced that it was reviewing legislation in order to make the
smuggling of arms a criminal rather than administrative offence and, shortly after the consultation in Accra
the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) announced the formation of a Small Arms Unit. 

The European Union 

analysis and advocacy
We have been working with the European Union for over a decade, aiming to ensure that it promotes and
implements effective and strategic approaches to peace and security – at all levels of engagement. Our policy
analysis and recommendations are becoming increasingly sought after by Council, Commission and Member
State officials, parliamentarians and NGO representatives alike.

In 2003 we provided input and expertise at a number of key policy fora, contributed to analysis of current
policy and produced a number of recommendations, analysis and briefing documents. Our joint Presidencies
project with Saferworld had a significant impact on policy, largely through its flagship publication, Ensuring
progress in the prevention of violent conflict: priorities for the Greek and Italian EU Presidencies 2003; part
of a series produced on an annual basis, which was distributed to over 2000 influential policy-makers.

Our high-level engagement with the Italian EU Presidency played a significant part in raising conflict
prevention in Africa up the EU agenda and has fed into key EU processes and policy. We wrote the framework
and follow-up papers for the Rome Seminar on EU Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution in
Africa, organised by the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Our recommendations also resulted in the
attendance of 10 African civil society representatives; a first at such a high level EU meeting, which was also
attended by government representatives from 23 EU Member States.

ABOVE: CONFISCATED ARMS AWAITING DESTRUCTION AT  
A RIO DE JANEIRO POLICE ARMS DEPOT. PHOTO: IA



As a result of this work and our constructive engagement with wider EU institutions, the Review of the
Council Common Position Concerning Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution in Africa includes
significant word for word changes in its final text on addressing the structural causes of conflict, recognising
a regional approach to conflict prevention, acknowledging the impact of trade and the private sector and the
use of civilian personnel in EU crisis management. Also included, for the first time in the document, is the role
of gender in peace and security in Africa. 

The Private Sector 
Business (local companies in conflict regions and foreign investing companies) has the potential to either
exacerbate or prevent conflict. Since 1999, IA has been working to promote and catalyse the peacebuilding
practice, principles and policies of extractive transnational corporations and local businesses. Much of our
work in this field is based on research and capacity building in conflict regions and is described in the first
two sections of this report. Another important part of our work is to make recommendations on policy to
companies at headquarter and country level and to governments and multilateral organisations active in
conflict countries.

Research into the role of local business in conflict regions 

Local business in conflict-prone regions can have an important part to play (and a strong interest in)
supporting conflict transformation. As the first stage of a major research and advocacy project into the role
of national, provincial and grassroots private sector actors in peacebuilding, we completed a baseline survey
which includes some 70 case studies. The project draws heavily on our practical work in Sri Lanka and the
findings of our action-research project in the Philippines (see Breaking the links between economics and
conflict in Mindanao, below). A full report will be produced in 2005.

policy analysis
Policy proposals at the international level on transnational corporations 

Our report, Transnational corporations in conflict-prone zones: public policy responses and a framework for
action, which analyses what key institutions are doing to promote conflict-sensitive business in conflict-prone
zones has generated considerable interest, serving as a basis for discussion with UK, Swiss, German and
Norwegian governments and informing draft Dutch policy on the issue. Its findings were fed into
recommendations to the OECD-DAC Conflict, Peace and Development Co-operation Network meeting in
March 2004, the 2004 EU Roundtable on Corporate Social Responsibility and a Swedish government
conference on CSR and development. 
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Ensuring progress in the prevention of violent conflict:
priorities for the Greek & Italian EU Presidencies, International
Alert & Saferworld in association with EPLO, 2003.

EU conflict prevention, management and resolution in Africa,
International Alert and Saferworld, 2003

What role for oil majors in supporting sustainable peace and
development in Angola? A survey of stakeholder perspectives,
Banfield, J. and Champain, P., International Alert, 2004

Breaking the links between economics and conflict in
Mindanao, De la Rosa, R., Stankovitch, M. et al, International
Alert, 2003

Transnational corporations in conflict-prone zones: public
policy responses and a framework for action, Banfield, J., Lilly,
D. and Haufler, V., International Alert, 2003
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developing methodologies
Conflict-sensitive tools for the extractive industries

In 2002 we embarked on a project to develop new guidelines to enable transnational companies in the
extractive (oil, gas, mining) industries to better understand their impact on conflict and the risks that conflict
poses to their investments. This toolbox, due to be published at the end of 2004, aims to assist companies to
be conflict-sensitive - to anticipate, monitor and assess the interaction of business operations with local,
regional or national tensions, triggers and accelerators of conflict; and to design strategies that contribute to
conflict prevention and peacebuilding. The tools are generic so as to be adaptable to specific contexts, and are
designed to apply to the entire project investment lifecycle - from initial geological investigations through to
the form of closure and withdrawal. 

Providing expertise

We receive an increasing number of requests to provide expertise at key policy
and business fora. We advised a joint project of the International Institute for
Environment and Development and the International Institute for Sustainable
Development on voluntary codes of conduct for companies operating in
conflict areas and, following a request from the UK government funded
Socially Sustainable Development Strategy Initiative, IA wrote the initial paper
for their Conflict Working Group, which is currently preparing the next stage
of the initiative. IA has been appointed as one of two NGOs to the Executive
Committee of the Voluntary Principles on Human Rights and Security Group,
which aims to make progress on the practical implementation of the principles
by mining and energy companies.

Gender 

The framework for our gender work is UN Security Council Resolution 1325, which acknowledges women’s
contribution to building peace and highlights the importance of incorporating a gender perspective into all
policies, processes and institutions that affect peace and security. This year we provided expertise and shared
our research findings at a wide range of events, as well as making a number of direct recommendations to
policy makers at national, regional and international levels.

providing expertise and advice
Advising at UN and government levels

Our engagement with the UN based NGO Working Group on Women, Peace and Security enables us to work
collaboratively and constructively with global policy makers and UN Member States to promote gender-
aware implementation of existing policies and influence the development of new policies. In 2003 we briefed
Member States before and during their Presidency of the Security Council as well as Security Council members
visiting conflict and post-conflict areas, facilitating contact with local women’s groups and providing
background documentation. We also provided recommendations to the design of Resolutions mandating new
missions to Liberia, Sierra Leone and Burundi.

Our expertise on post-conflict reconstruction was used at a series of meetings to inform the UK government’s
strategy on women, peace and security in Afghanistan and Iraq. These included discussions facilitated by the
UK Bar Association on support for the new constitution in Afghanistan and talks attended by high-level
Afghan government officials including the Minister for Women’s Affairs and the Deputy Minister for Justice
to discuss the recent conflict and the needs of women and children in the rehabilitation of the country. We
later presented policy recommendations and shared research findings at a number of international fora on
post-conflict reconstruction attended by policy makers and practitioners.

CONFERENCE ON THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN
PEACEBUILDING, RECONCILIATION AND DEVELOPMENT,
KATHMANDU, JULY 2003. PHOTO: IA



Policy proposals on peace support operations 

Our policy briefing, Gender justice and accountability in peace support operations: closing the gaps examined
the challenges and obstacles to ensuring gender justice and accountability in the context of international peace
support operations and provided concrete recommendations for UN and regional peacekeeping bodies on
policy standards and practice guidelines. It also included a section on accountability for violations committed
by peacekeepers. 

putting policy into practice
The Gender Peace Audit

Thirty women (community leaders, civil society representatives,
government officials and academics) from Bangladesh, India,
Pakistan, Nepal and Sri Lanka participated in a week-long workshop
to discuss issues affecting peace and security in their individual
countries and in the region as a whole. This led to suggestions for
how Resolution 1325 could be used as an advocacy tool to promote
their rights in conflict and post-conflict situations as well as concrete
recommendations for implementation of the Resolution by
governments and the United Nations. Two of the Nepali participants
subsequently visited women in Sri Lanka to share learning from
women activists there and then organised a follow-up consultation in
Nepal. The findings from these three consultations were fed into a
report that was disseminated to 2500 practitioners, policy-makers,
parliamentarians and academics. We also held consultations in
Colombia and conducted preliminary research in Afghanistan for a
similar country-specific consultation to be held in 2004.

Tools for advocacy and awareness

We were invited by The Network University (Netherlands) to be part of an alliance to develop an innovative online
Gender and Conflict Transformation university course. Our Gender and Peacebuilding programme produced a
module on internationally developed instruments related to the advancement of women and the promotion of their
rights as well as two case studies on the use made of Resolution 1325 by women’s groups in the field. 

We have also been working on a collaborative project with Women Waging Peace, an independent US based
think-tank to produce a Toolkit on women, peace and security which will provide background information
and practical approaches to peacebuilding to be used in awareness-raising and training. The toolkit will cover
issues such as transitional justice, reconstruction, governance, HIV/AIDS, peace negotiations and human
security. By the end of 2003, nine sections of the Toolkit had been produced and tested for relevance and
practical usage with NGOs, experts and government representatives. 
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Gender justice and accountability in peace support operations:
closing the gaps, Spees, P., International Alert, 2004

Women building peace: sharing know-how: report on the
know-how conference, Oxford, November 2002, El Bushra, J.,
International Alert, 2003

UNSC Resolution 1325: south asian women’s perspectives,
Johnston, N., International Alert, 2003 

WOMEN DISCUSSING PRIORITIES FOR PEACE AND SECURITY IN SOUTH ASIA. PHOTO: IA



Development and Humanitarian Assistance

developing practical guidelines
Conflict-Sensitive Approaches to Development, Humanitarian Assistance,
Development and Peacebuilding: A Resource Pack  

Over the last decade there has been a growing realisation that development aid and humanitarian assistance
often feeds conflict rather than alleviates it. This resource pack provides operational guidelines for
development, humanitarian and peacebuilding agencies working in conflict areas. It includes chapters on
contextualising the three fields, conflict analysis, applying conflict sensitivity to the project/programme cycle,
partnerships between donors and governments and institutional capacity building.

The pack is the product of a two-year process by a consortium of partner organisations from the North and
South (Africa Peace Forum, Center for Conflict Resolution, Consortium of Humanitarian Agencies, Forum
on Early Warning and Early Response, International Alert and Saferworld) which included extensive
consultations with governments, international NGOs, donors and civil society groups in Kenya, Uganda and
Sri Lanka in order to map current practice, discuss the structure and content of the pack and to receive
feedback on draft chapters. This process meant that Southern agencies were involved not as mere recipients
of conflict-sensitive knowledge, but as shapers of the conflict sensitivity agenda. The Consortium has a
website with detailed information on the Resource Pack: www.conflictsensitivity.org 

providing expertise and advice
Strengthening the capacity of humanitarian and development organisations to
respond to conflict 

Throughout the year we were contacted by a large number of development and humanitarian NGOs
(including Oxfam, CARE-UK, Tearfund, Actionaid and Trocaire) requesting advice and input into internal
reviews that they were undertaking to ensure that they could better respond to violent conflict. 

An example of this is a request received from the Steering Committee for Humanitarian Response based at
the Federation of the Red Cross in Geneva. The SPHERE minimum standards in humanitarian responses are
recognised by most large international humanitarian NGOs as the technical standards that they are
committed to pursuing when responding to crisis. These include standards for food aid, health services and
water supply and sanitation. In 2003 they were reviewed and we were asked to provide input on conflict
sensitivity as a cross-cutting issue. Reference to the importance of understanding conflict and analysing the
wider context in which humanitarian programmes are delivered was consequently included in the revised
version. This is a major achievement as it enables humanitarian organisations to take up conflict sensitivity,
legitimises the integration of conflict analysis in humanitarian programming and allows SPHERE trainers to
include conflict issues in the training courses that they run across the world.

We published a briefing paper summarising current debates on conflict, aid and peacebuilding, aimed at
aid agencies, donors and policy makers. It suggested that humanitarian agencies can go beyond simply
avoiding negative impacts on conflict to making a positive contribution to building peace. This is part of
an ongoing series.

Conflict-sensitive approaches to development, humanitarian
assistance and peacebuilding: a resource pack, Africa Peace
Forum, Center for Conflict Resolution, Consortium of Humanitarian
Agencies, Forum on Early Warning and Early Response,
International Alert and Saferworld. 2004

Conflict, humanitarian assistance and peacebuilding: meeting
the challenges, Lange, M., and Quinn, M., International Alert, 2003

Building institutional capacity for conflict-sensitive practice: the
case of international NGOs, Lange, M., International Alert, 2004
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ABC Development, Guinea

Action des Femmes Chretiennes (AFEC), Democratic
Republic of Congo

Action des Femmes pour les Initiatives de Paix (AFIP),
Democratic Republic of Congo 

Afghan Women’s Lawyers Association, Afghanistan

Africa Peace Forum (APFO), Kenya

Alternative Forum for Research in Mindanao (AFRIM), The
Philippines  

Amani Forum, Great Lakes Region of Africa

Amnesty International, UK

Arias Foundation for Peace and Human Progress, Costa Rica

Arogbo Ijo Beni, Niger Delta

Arogbo Iyoro Belemu Ikputu, Niger Delta

Assamblea Permanente de la Sociedad Civil por la Paz,
Colombia

Association Delta pour la Transformation Sociale (ADTS),
Burundi

BASIC, UK

Business Development Alliance, Azerbaijan

Business for Peace Alliance, Sri Lanka

Campaign for Good Governance, Sierra Leone

Network Movement for Justice and Development, Sierra
Leone

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), Canada

Catholic Relief Services, UK

Caucasus Dialogue, Tbilisi

Caucasus Forum, The Caucasus

Caucasus Women’s League, The Caucasus

Center for Humanitarian Programmes, Sukhum/i

Centre for Agriculture & Rural Development, Niger Delta

Centre for Conflict Resolution (CECORE), Uganda

Centre for Economic and Social Development (CESOD),
Nepal

Centre for Justice and Peace Studies, Liberia

Centre for Rural Integration & Development, Niger Delta

Centre for Social and Corporate Responsibility, Niger Delta

Centro de Investigacion y Educacion Popular (CINEP),
Colombia

Child Life Project, Niger Delta

Christian Aid, UK

Coastline Women of the Niger Delta States, Niger Delta

Collectif des Associations et ONGs Feminines au Burundi
(CAFOB), Burundi

Collective Campaign for Peace (COCAP), Nepal

Commission for Justice and Peace, Burundi

Compagnie des Apôtres de la Paix, Burundi

Conciliation Resources, Colombia 

Conciliation Resources, Liberia

Conciliation Resources, UK

Consortium of Humanitarian Agencies (CHA), Sri Lanka

Coordination des Organisations Féminines de Guinee
(COFEG), Guinea

Dushirehamwe Network, Burundi 

Eben Ezer Ministry, Democratic Republic of Congo

The Economy & Conflict Research Group of the Southern
Caucasus (ECRG), The Caucasus

Egi Women Council, Niger Delta

Epie/Atissa Women Forum, Niger Delta

Espacios para el Progreso Social, Argentina

European Peacebuilding Liaison Office, Belgium

Femmes Africa Solidarité, Switzerland

FEWER Secretariat, UK

The Five College Consortium, USA

Forum des Femmes Rwandaises Parliamentaires (FFRP),
Rwanda

The Foundation for Security and Development in Africa
(FOSDA), Ghana

Foundation for Tolerance International (FTI), Kyrgystan

Friends for Peace (FFP), Nepal

Fundacion Ideas por la Paz, Colombia

Corporacion Excelencia en la Justicia (CEJ), Colombia 

Gaston Z Ortigas Peace Institute, The Philippines

Gbaramatu/Egbema Women Forum, Niger Delta

Grassroots Development Organisation, Niger Delta

Himayadar Oil Information Resource Centre, Azerbaijan

ICAR, George Mason University, Colombia

IIDA Women for Development, Somalia

Iko Women Progressive Association, Niger Delta

Indepaz, Colombia

Institute for International Development (IID), The Philippines 

Citizens Peace Council (CPC), The Philippines 

Bishops-Ula’Maa Conference (BUC), The Philippines 

Institute for Human Rights Communication (IHRICON), Nepal

Institute for Social Justice, Liberia

International Action Network on Small Arms (IANSA), UK

Inter-Religious Council of Liberia, Liberia

Justice and Peace Commission, Liberia

Katu, Finland

La Ruta Pacifica de las Mujeres, Colombia

Le Mouvement Contre les Armes Légers en Afrique de
l’Ouest (MALAO), Senegal

Leitana Nehan, Bougainville

Liberian Women’s Initiative, Liberia

London Information Network on Conflict and State-
building (LINKS), UK

Man & Water Survival Project, Niger Delta

Media Club, Sukhum/i

Nagarik Awaaz, Nepal

National Business Initiative (NBI), Nepal

The National Peace Campaign (NPC), Nepal 

NGO working group on conflict and peace, UK

Niger Delta Women for Justice, Niger Delta

Nigerian Organisation for Solidarity and Development
(NOSAD), Niger Delta

Observatoire de l’Action Gouvernementale, Burundi

Oxfam, UK

Partners Georgia, Georgia

Pole Institute, Democratic Republic of Congo

Press Union of Liberia, Liberia

Private Sector Promotion Project, GTZ, Nepal

ProFemmes Twesehamwe, Rwanda

Programa por la Paz, Colombia

Red de Paz y Contra la Guerra (Redepaz), Colombia

Réseau des Femmes pour la Défense des Droits et la
Paix, Democratic Republic of Congo

Réseau des Femmes pour un Développement Associatif,
Democratic Republic of Congo

Rural Health & Women Development, Niger Delta

Ruta Pacifica de las Mujeres, Colombia

Saferworld, UK

Sampou Women Forum, Niger Delta

Search for Common Ground, Liberia

Servicio Paz y Justica (SERPAJ), Panama

Small Arms Survey, Switzerland

Solidarité des Femmes Parliamentaires Burundaises
(SOFEPA), Burundi

Sri Lanka First, Sri Lanka

Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency
(SIDA), Sweden

Talking Drum Studios, Liberia

Uchio Mpani Ibeno, Niger Delta

UN focused NGO Working Group on Women, Peace and
Security 

UN NGO-military core group

University of Bradford, UK

UNLiREC, Peru

Uvwie Ladies Vanguard, Niger Delta

Viva Rio, Brazil

Warri Ladies Vanguard, Niger Delta

Womankind Worldwide, UK

Women Action Organisation, Niger Delta

Women Economic Link, Niger Delta

Women’s Entrepreneur Association of Nepal (WEAN), Nepal

Women for Peace, South Africa

Women Waging Peace, USA

WOPED, Nigeria

Partners 
Partnerships are fundamental to our work, both in regions affected by conflict and at the advocacy
and policy level. We work with a wide range of organisations and individuals from different sectors
of society including governments and parliamentarians, non-governmental organisations,
community leaders, the security sector, the media, religious groups, research institutes, the private
sector, intergovernmental bodies and humanitarian and development agencies. The nature of our
engagement with these partners is varied – with some of them our working relationships have been
developed over many years and we are in almost daily contact; with others we work together on
short, fixed-term projects to achieve a specific outcome. Below are those with whom we have
worked in 2003.
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Treasurer’s report
2003 was a year of organisational development accompanied by continued, planned
growth for International Alert. Total incoming resources were £5.6 million, a 22%
increase on the previous year. This meant that we were able to increase total charitable
expenditure to £5.4 million, from £4.1m in 2002, an increase of 32% on the previous
year. £1,044,000 was spent on grants to partner organisations (compared with
£621,000 in 2002) and £4, 221,000 was spent on programme operation and support
costs, comprising costs of staff, consultancy, travel and implementation for field
programmes and thematic programmes.

Over the two years 2002 and 2003, the charity added a total of £282,000 to
unrestricted funds. This was largely as a result of receiving an exceptional payment of
£525,000 in compensation for relinquishing the lease on our previous premises in
2002. However, much of the expenditure on moving to new premises was incurred in
2003 so the net deficit on unrestricted funds of £151,000 for this year therefore has to
be seen in this light. Our long term aim remains to build our level of reserves to provide
adequate cover in times of need. Overall, at the year end IA’s balance sheet and cash
flow were both healthy and secure.

Over the last 3 years we have grown substantially, reflecting recognition of the quality
and value of our work and the confidence shown in us by both the people we work with
and our supporters. In 2000 we applied resources of £2.5 million – and by 2003 this
figure had more than doubled to £5.4 million. We continue, however, to experience a
decline in the proportion of grant income which is unrestricted and available to cover
indirect costs. Additionally, some of the funding we receive is causing ‘structural under-
funding’ – where funds provided do not meet the full costs of the activities we propose
to carry out. Both of these issues are common problems faced by the not-for-profit
sector as a whole – but nevertheless need solutions.

We have identified and taken steps to address these inter-linked challenges. Key
among these is investing time and resources in capacity building and organisational
development to match our rapid organisational growth. Relocation to larger premises in
late 2002 and restructuring at senior management level in 2002 and 2003 have already
been carried out to develop organisational capacity. A further specific initiative is
underway to expand our unrestricted funding and diversify our funding sources.

I leave as treasurer to IA at a time when the work in which we are engaged is perhaps
more important than ever before. I can only encourage all who read this report to find
ways in which you can contribute to creating more just and peaceful ways of resolving
violent conflict around the world.

Tahir Maher, Treasurer

Auditors’ Statement
The figures shown on these pages are extracted from the full trustees report and
financial statements that have been audited by Horwath Clark Whitehill, who gave an
unqualified audit report on 20 May 2004. The auditors have confirmed to the trustees
that the summarised financial statements contained here are consistent with the full
financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2003. The trustees report and
financial statements were approved by the trustees and signed on their behalf on 20
May 2004. They conform to the latest Charity Commission Guidelines (SORP). These
summarised statements may not contain sufficient information to gain a complete
understanding of the financial affairs of International Alert. The full trustees report, audit
report and financial statements may be obtained from the Secretary General’s office.

Horwath Clark Whitehill, 20 May 2004
Chartered Accountants and Registered Auditors
25 New Street Square, London EC4A 3LN

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES 
(INCLUDING INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT) 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2003.

Unrestricted Restricted 2003 2002
Funds Funds Total Total

£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Incoming resources
Activities to further the charity’s 
objectives
Grants receivable 824 4,598 5,422 4,476

Miscellaneous income 54 36 90 105

Bank interest 40 - 40 24____ ____ ____ ____

918 4,634 5,552 4,605

Other incoming resources
Lease termination - - - 525____ ____ ____ ____

Total incoming resources 918 4,634 5,552 5,130

Less: Cost of generating funds
Fundraising costs 256 8 264 202

Net incoming resources available for ____ ____ ____ ____

charitable application 662 4,626 5,288 4,928

Charitable expenditure
Grants to partner organisations - 1,044 1,044 621

Programme operation costs - 3,276 3,276 2,502

Programme support costs 549 396 945 872

Managing and administering the charity 80 - 80 74

Move costs 75 - 75 -____ ____ ____ ____

Total charitable expenditure 704 4,716 5,420 4,069

Total resources expended 960 4,724 5,684 4,271

Net (outgoing)/ incoming resources ____ ____ ____ ____

before transfers (42) (90) (132) 859

Transfers between funds (109) 109 - -

____ ____ ____ ____

Net incoming resources after transfers (151) 19 (132) 859

Funds brought forward at 

1 January 2003 815 834 1,649 790____ ____ ____ ____

Funds carried forward at 

31 December 2003 664 853 1,517 1,649____ ____ ____ ________ ____ ____ ____

BALANCE SHEET AT 31 DECEMBER 2003
2003 2002

£’000 £’000

Fixed assets
Tangible assets 224 126____ ____

Current Assets
Debtors 611 249

Cash at bank and in hand 992 1,999____ ____

1,603 2,248

Creditors
Amounts falling due within one year 310 725

____ ____

Net current assets 1,293 1,523

Total net assets 1,517 1,649____ ________ ____

Funds
Unrestricted 664 815

Restricted 853 834

____ ____

1,517 1,649____ ________ ____
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Core Donors
Canadian Government – CIDA
Denmark Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Finland Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Hewlett Foundation
ICCO
Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs
NOVIB
Swedish International Development Agency

Foundations
Comic Relief
Community Fund
Commonwealth Foundation
Eurasia Foundation
Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust
Westminster Foundation for Democracy
Network for Social Change

NGOs
Bread for the World
Christian Aid
Cordaid
Misereor

Government and 
Inter-governmental Organisations
DFID (UK Govt)
European Commission
IDRC & DFAIT (Canada)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs Italy
Ministry of Foreign Affairs Norway
Ministry of Foreign Affairs Ireland
Ministry of Foreign Affairs Switzerland

Messages from the outgoing and incoming Chairs of the 
IA Board of Trustees

Financial & Fundraising Review
We are grateful to all of our donors for their support over the past year. We depend on them, as
do our partners. Their financial and political support is making a major contribution to the
development and significance of peacebuilding around the world. The continued support of our
core donors remains critical to the long-term success and impact of our work, allowing us to
leverage other more restricted resources. We are now looking forward to diversifying our sources
of income as we develop new and exciting plans for 2004/5.

● Conflict Prevention Field Programmes  ● Policy and Advocacy
● Fundraising & Communications  ● Management & Administration

We have settled well into our new premises over the past year and
have made great strides in improving the working conditions of
our dedicated staff.

The major change this year was the appointment of our new
Secretary General, Dan Smith, who arrived in December 2003.
We welcome his energy, thoughtfulness and experience and look
forward to a creative and constructive period of work under his
leadership.

This will be my last message as Chair and I would like to thank
my fellow Trustees, past and present, for the confidence that they
have placed in me and their unswerving support. I acknowledge,
with appreciation, their contribution to our common endeavour.
I would also like to specifically thank our donors for their
consistent support and their recognition of the value of our work. 

Finally, I pay tribute to our staff, upon whose commitment and
dedication our efforts to make a difference to the lives of those in
conflict-torn societies depend.

Leah Levin
Outgoing Chair, Board of Trustees

The Board of International Alert has valued highly Leah Levin’s
Chairmanship over the last 4 years. Leah has been involved with
IA since its foundation and has made an important contribution
to International Alert’s growth and success. We are pleased that
Leah will continue to serve as a Trustee.

Over the last 3 years we have grown rapidly to meet the
increasing demands for the broad range of skills and experience
possessed by the staff team at International Alert. We now look
forward and have appointed a new Secretary General and
strengthened our senior management team through external
recruitment and internal promotion. 

The environment in which we operate has not improved. The
strategic review during 2004 is designed to improve our focus on
those areas where International Alert can make a difference, to
ensure we have the appropriate resources to deploy and to plan
for the support and funding required.

Philip Deer
Incoming Chair, Board of Trustees

How we spend the money
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Business and Conflict Programme 
Jessie Banfield
Davin Bremner 
Phil Champain (Manager)
Canan Gunduz (RA) 
Jerome Hansen (Senior Consultant, Sri Lanka)
Tim Kellow (RA)
Nick Killick
Diana Klein 
Mohamed Yahya (Consultant)

Project consultants in Colombo Office:
Mohamed Nawaz (NE Director)
S.P. Nithiyaraj (Manager, Finance & Administration)
V.S. Srikantha (CSR Director)

Development & Peacebuilding Programme
Lindsay Alexander 
Adam Barbolet (shared with Business & Conflict)
Rachel Goldwyn (shared with Business & Conflict)
Jos de la Haye 
Maria Lange 
Andrew Sherriff (Manager)

Eurasia Programme
Magdalena Frichova 
Marika Khvediliani (Guest Visitor)
Sabina Masimova 
Dessislava Roussanova 
Maxim Shevelev (Guest Visitor)
Aglaya Snetkov 
Larisa Sotieva (Consultant)
Gevork Ter-Gabrielian (Manager)

Gender & Peacebuilding Programme
Ancil Adrian Paul (Manager)
Asha Dhillon (RA)
Nicola Johnston (Senior Policy Advisor)
Guillermo Suarez Sebastian (RA)
Holly Twiname (RA)

Great Lakes Programme
Ivan Campbell (Manager)
Elaine Jackson 
Tony Jackson 
Jean-Pierre Kabirigi
Margaret Shava
Bill Yates (Advisor)

Great Lakes Women’s Peace Programme
Gloriosa Bazigaga
Annie Bukaraba 
Liz Egan (Manager)
Laura Hucks 
Ndeye Sow (Advisor)

Security & Peacebuilding Programme
William Godnick 
Laura Mazal (RA)
Derek Miller (Manager until July)
Michael von Tangen Page, (Acting Programme
Manager from July) 
Helena Vázquez
Kevin Villneva (RA)
Charlotte Watson 

West Africa Programme
Lulsegged Abebe
Nana K. A. Busia, Jr. (Manager)
Sidy Dieye 
Elizabeth Drake 

Asia Programmes and Americas 
Prof Ed Garcia (Senior Policy Advisor)
Feyzi Ismail 

Administration, Finance, HR & IT
Akinwala Fadugba (Volunteer)
Sheryl Fergus 
Darren Haynes (Volunteer)
Sue McCready (Chief Operating Officer)
John Owen (Head of Finance)
Bilal Patel
Shivani Rangoolam
Jörn Staby 
Ola Tomori
Korinne Virgo-Milbourn

Development Department
Rocco Blume
Peter Boonman 
Eleanor Grieve 
Catherine Hall 
Alberto Masetti-Zannini 
Peter Raven 
Helen Russell 
Andrew Webb (Director of Development)

Secretary General’s Office 
Kevin Clements (Secretary General to 30 Sept)
Madeleine Conway (PA to Secretary General)
Martin Honeywell (Deputy Secretary General to July)
Nissa Roguiai 
Dan Smith (Secretary General from 10 Dec)
Kate Tracey (PA to Secretary General Oct-Dec)

Board of Trustees
Leah Levin, Chair (UK)
Philip Deer, Vice-Chair (Australia)
Pauline Neville-Jones, Vice-Chair (UK)
Tahir Maher, Treasurer (UK)

Claes Cronstedt (Sweden)
Francis Deng (Sudan)
Henny van der Graaf (The Netherlands)
Marianne Heiberg (Norway)
Kamal Hossein (Bangladesh)
Swanee Hunt (USA)
Johannes Pieter Pronk (The Netherlands)
Arnold Quainoo (Ghana)
Wigberto Tañada (The Philippines)
John Tirman (USA)

Retired 2003
Ahmedou Ould-Abdallah (Mauritania) 

Staff in 2003 
Our staff is grouped into nine programme teams, a Development Department (Fundraising and
Communications) and Support Services (Administration, Finance, Human Resources and IT), as
well as the Secretary General’s office.

We also have a number of research associates (RAs) who typically spend six months gaining
experience of working in an international NGO, guest visitors from the regions in which we work
and volunteers, who spend varying amounts of time with us.
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